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Board gets review
of budget request
By Kyra Scarton
editor

JMU will come close to meeting its budget goals in the first
year of the budget biennium, the vice president for administrative
affairs said Friday.
While the university seeks to operate at 93 percent of the
state's guidelines for budgeting, JMU will operate at 90.7
percent of the guidelines this year. Dr. Lin Rose told the Board
of Visitors at its meeting in Chandler Hall.
The Virginia General Assembly approved the two-year budget
in March. A state formula determines how much money an
institution receives.
For 1984-85, JMU was funded at 88 percent of the guidelines.
The state average for comprehensive institutions was 93 percenL
Rose will work with JMU acting President Russell Warren
when the General Assembly convenes in January. Because it is
an off-year for the assembly, legislators are hesitant to fund
major projects.
However, the university will request almost $6 million from
several state funds for major projects.
About $3.5 million will be requested from the general fund for
renovation of Burruss Hall. However, the project now includes
an expansion of 20,000 square feet, he said. About $1.2 million
already has been allocated.
See BOARD on page 2 >

JMU near peer group top
in SAT scores, selectivity
By Kyra Scarton
editor

JMU is among the leaders in its potential peer group in
students' SAT scores, the acting vice president for academic
affairs told the Board of Visitors Friday.
Dr. Robert Shapiro reported his findings from an informal
survey of 149 schools being considered for a 25-member peer list
of institutions similar to JMU. The State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia is compiling the list with the university.
JMU ranked third after Furman University in South Carolina
and Miami University of Ohio in Scholastic Aptitude Test
results, he said. This year, incoming students had an average
score of about 1.070.
At the same time, the university ranks second after
Shippensburg University in selectivity, a ratio comparing the
number of students admitted to the number of applicants,
Shapiro told the board at a quarterly meeting in the Chandler
Hall board room.
See JMU on page 2 >

Staff photo by STEVE EATON

Horsing around
The Budwelser Clydesdales stopped on the field next to Godwin Hall
Friday afternoon. The stop was part of a five-day tour of the Shanandoah Valley, including a visit to Rocklngham Memorial Hospital.
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"When they [legislators] want to talk about
highways, we want to talk about higher education,"
Rose said.
JMU also will request funding for several other
projects. Rose said. These funds will be taken from
sources other than the general fund.
The top priority for the university is a $285,000
request to expand its food storage warehouse on
South Main Street, he said. While the request might
not be high, JMU needs expanded storage room to
keep food fresh.
An additional $1.1 million will be requested to
build a complex for university offices including
advancement, development, alumni and career
planning and placement, he said. The proposed site
for the building is near Newman Lake, but no final
decision has been made.
About $450,000 has been allotted to the project.
Renovations to the bookstore, primarily to update
the facility, call for a $200,000 request while more
than $700,000 will be needed to plan a parking deck.

Rose said.
While at the General Assembly, JMU officials will
request the university be recognized as the official
bicentennial university in the state. The Constitution
celebrates its 200th anniversary on Sept. 17, 1987
and JMU has planned extensive events to honor the
document's father, James Madison.
"No one else has the connection we do with the
author of the Constitution," Rose said.
Mark Warner, director of the Constitution
Bicentennial Program at JMU, presented an update on
the celebration to the board.
"James Madison University has a special interest in
the Constitution as we're the only university bearing
the name of the father of the Constitution."
JMU has invited Nancy Reagan to speak on
campus, but she has not responded to the offer, he
said.
Rose also is preparing several topics, or
management indicators, which can be used to assess
JMU and compare it to other institutions.
"We want to become the best public,
comprehensive university in the country," he said.

"That's easy to say, but how do we go about it?"
Using factors such as enrollment and faculty size,
"we have made attempts to quantify qualitative
issues," Rose said. While the plan still is being
developed, the figures include revenue contributions
and expenditure demands.
But JMU won't stop there, he said. Using the
management indicators designed for the university,
JMU will seek the same data from other schools,
possibly from the 25-mcmber peer group.
JMU would take data primarily prepared for salaries
and expand on it. Rose said. But, that data usually is
two years old.
"For those of you in business, you have certain
types of vital signs that you are able to monitor, to
assess to figure out how you're doing..." he said.
"Physicians have the same type of thing when they
check our vital signs, our body temperature, our.
blood pressure."
Rose said, "Unfortunately, that science is not quite
as clear in higher education."

JMU
> (Continued from page 1)
These are all measures of the quality
of students we're accepting," he said
after the meeting. "Ifs a measure of our
selectivity."
The university is seeking to update
its peer listing to best reflect other
institutions with similar quantitative
measures in areas such as enrollment,
program offerings and degrees offered,
Shapiro told the board. The 149 schools
are being reviewed to identify the 24
most compatible with JMU.
"On quality measures, we're right on
top of things," he said.
The new listing is being developed to
compare JMU faculty salaries with
those at the similar colleges and
universities, JMU acting President
Russell Warren said.
Last year, JMU salaries placed 24th
on the list, he said. This year, JMU
might move to 18.
"They [faculty salaries] are
improving, but they are no where near
where they should be," Warren said.
Board member Kirby Cramer

questioned if the proposed schools could
be accurrately compared to JMU
because of larger commuter
populations.
The list includes schools from the
Wisconsin and California university
systems, but some schools, like the
State
University
of
New
York-Plattsburgh, are more isolated and
do not promote a commuter
atmosphere, Shapiro said.
There aren't that many in the country
that look squarely like us," he said.
JMU also is making changes in
objectives in basic science and
mathematics courses, Shapiro said. But
the changes aren't part of the five-year
plan for academic excellence.
Professors have seen changes in
students that call for changes in the
curriculum, he said. "Our student body
has changed the past 10, 20, 30 years,
but perhaps our courses have not"
The planning doesn't stop with the
five-year plan. A 12-member committee
will research Project 2010 "to determine
how the world will be in 2010 and how
JMU will respond," Shapiro said.

Warren also addressed academics
during his final remarks to the board.
"If you think about it, education faces
a horrible problem as faculty on the
average went to college in the '60s,
generating educational programs for
students going to school in 1986, who
will work in the year 2010," he said.
Students will benefit from changes a

department makes after seeing how it
can better challenge students, he said.
The changes are natural rather than
mandated by a clause in the five-year
plan.
"We might have a feeling we're in the
top 10 and then well start saying we're
number one," he said. "But you never
really know."

vacancy
The Breeze is acceptir
applications for the paid posrfi
Asst Features Editor

JESfSl ^ ^kafon and dfetails
office in the basement of Anthony-I
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When you say Bud ...
Thn Budwaiaer Crydeadale team pranced down Blueetone Drive
Friday on thalr way to Godwin I laid, whara thay stopped to ba on
dlapiay. In conjunction with thalr appaaranea, fratamltlaa and

•ororttlaa built craathra configurations with boar cana to banal It
tha Jim Mountain fund. PI Kappa Phi fratomlty won tho fundraiaar contact.

Individual effort essential, Warren says
By Krlttlna Kaplan
staff writer
For JMU to become the best undergraduate
university in the nation, faculty, staff and students
need to concentrate oa their individual areas, said
JMlTs acting president
Everyone can be president of their own area." said
Dr. Russell Warren in his state of the university
speech to parents and students in Godwin Hall
Saturday.
Warren compared the role of people at JMU to that
of a housekeeper who, because of years of experience.
can work efficiently and easily solve problems that
arise.
People at JMU should take charge of their
individual areas of expertise, he said. When they see
problems, they should either solve them or find
someone who can, he said.
There me two types of students at JMU," Warren
said. One gains an education by memorizing class
notes to pass testa, while the other seta goals in.
education and strives to reach them, he said.
The university is interested in the latter type of
student, he said. JMU needs students who are willing
10 "take responsibility for their own lives and moral
obligations, and who wane to be the best they can in
We."

Those are the students who are presidents of their
own area, he said.
Warren described students' parents as JMU's
customers.
Parents are "the moat objective appraisers of our
product," he said.
"You pay the bills, oversee what we do and ensure
that our product is good," Warrensaid.
Warren said he wants parents to share his pride in
JMU, and "slam my objective of making JMU the
finest undergraduate university in the nation.
"We want something more from you than your son
or daughter," he said.
He asked parents to find neighbors with children
interested in college and to suggest JMU as an
option.
"If you tell folks we're good, theyTI believe you,"
hessid.
Warren asked parents with legislative contacts to
discuss the university's need for funding.
"Quality is not cheap," he said
During the speech. Warren suggested a "flavor of
the direction* in which JMU is heading.
"What we do today will determine whether in 1995
JMU is itill successful," he said.
Two areas of advancement the university currently
is focusing oa are construction and academics.

Warrensaid.
Although the university is not planning on
increasing enrollment. Warren said construction is
under way on a new Greek housing unit and a new
student residence hall.
The university also plans to build a new music
building and a new building for the College of
Business on the quad. Warren said.
Warren also discussed the possibility of building a
new complex near Newman Lake to house the
advancement and placement and admissions offices.
In outlining JMLTs academic standing. Warren said,
"by outsider's standings, weYe pretty good."
He quoted statistics from U.S. Newt A World
Report and Money magazine, which ranked JMU in
the top 10 to 13 percent of universities in the nation.
"We can be better," Warren said.
Warren said Dr. Ronald Carrier, who is taking a
one-year leave of absence from JMU to serve as
president of the Center for Innovative Technology,
talked two yean ago about JMU being best.
At that time, there were many "snickers" from the
audience, Warren said..
"Just watch us." he said. "We will be the finest
undergraduate university in the nation. I promise
you."
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The Centre for Figures
• Universal I Paramount Equipment
• Unlimited Workouts!
t\
• Unlimited Aerobics!
\\
• Weight Control Supervision^
• Individualized Programs
^^
• Personal Service!
V2
42 Miller Circle
Park Place Plaza

Exclusively

SURVIVAL KIT

For Women

.

(Across From Golden Corral)

^.uu^\»V^^
V<"

ft

At Mosby's Mill, Our All You Can
Eat Crab Legs & Spiced Steam
Shrimp Dinner Will Never Leave
You Feeling Flat

Unless Your Too Full To Get Up!

This Wed is Ladies Night, all ladies receive $2 00 off the regular
<
price of.our All You Can Eat Special
20 W Mosby Rd

Mosby's Mill

434-6243

433-2300

31 Miller Circle

433-3111
22 Terri Dr.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Hours:
Open daily (or lunch at 11am
Open until 1am Sun.-Thurs.
Open until 2am Fri. & Sat.
Our drivan cany lam man S2000

©1986 Domino's Piui. Inc

Liters of
Coke!

Get a cold one-liter bottle of
Coke or diet Coke and two
Domino's Pizza stadium
cups. All this for only 25*
with any pizza purchase.
Order limit' 2 one-liter
bottles with a large pizza,
and 1 one-liter bottle with
a small pizza.
NO COUPON NECESSARY
Offer good thru the
month of October, 1986,
at the Harrisonburg
locations only.

soocMonday Night

TACOS 3/$L00 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.

Delivery Special
r

«$W 04ft, yet o*z fate -5~f:>
-/'SfcW
OOOOOOOOOOCXDOOOOCDOOOOO
WE OELIVER. OH <( Of* CAMPUj FUDM II A.M.
TU- VSO A.M. 4 TIU 2. A.M. ON WEEKENDS //

433-8437

October 19 2:00 p'm.
Ifimer-Shaeffer Theatre
Reservations: JMU6260
Tickets: $5/$4
For Mum. »_u

'
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Logan's Run
to raise money
for hospital

1

Staff photo by STEVE EATON

Showering the stands
A brief shower caused fans to pop up their umbrellas at the Parents' Day football game Saturday.

Conference stresses communication
By Sarah Michel
staff wrftar
Communication can be a major
problem in professional areas and a
conference this week will focus on
research dealing with that problem.
The JMU Institute for the Study of
Medical Communication will present a
conference on current research in
medical communication today through
Wednesday.
Topics will include communication
between doctors and patients, nurses and
doctors, nurses and patients and the
medical profession and the public. .
Dr. Anne Gabbard-Alley, executive
director of the conference, suggested
students in the communications field
attend particular lectures such as
"Communication in Public Relations

and Home Environments."
Other lectures, such as "Altering
Birth Control Misconceptions" would
be of interest to the entire student body,
Gabbard-Alley said.
The purpose of the conference is to
give members of the medical and
communication fields an opportunity to
meet each other and discuss the latest
research findings and research strategies.
One of the reasons for holding the
conference is to clarify the differing
research focuses of the medical field and
the
communication
field,
Gabbard-Alley said. Because of those
differences, additional research is needed
on the relationship between doctors and
nurses and their patients, she said.
Researchers have found that
communication between doctors and
their patients is important, she said.

Patients are more likely to take doctors'
suggestions if the doctor is able to
communicate well
"People tend to think that they just
can't talk to their doctors,"
Gabbard-Alley said. "They don't
understand communication with their
doctors and how good communication
can also help diem be healed physically
by their doctors."
Researchers at this week's conference
will attempt to determine how to
change the behavior of doctors' in order
to increase patient compliance rates.
"The conference is of interest to
everybody and it is important to
everybody," Gabbard-Alley said.
Detailed information on conference
lectures can be found on posters
throughout campus.

When Claudia Peters landed the
position of head resident of Logan Hall,
the duty she was most excited about
was planning Logan's Run.
Now, with the 150-mile relay from
Washington, D.C. to Harrisonburg
quickly approaching, Peters said she is
ready.
The run, which is set for Thursday
and Friday, will begin on the steps of
the U.S. Capitol and end at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
Peters, who is chairing this year's
planning committee, is one of 32
participants. She and last year's
chairman, Greg Mondloch, will be
running for their third consecutive year.
"We're the only ones who have been
involved with it this long," Peters said.
Publicity was a key factor to
planning this year's project, she said.
"Each year the chairperson tries to
bring a new dimension to the Run and
since I'm a communication major I've
planned to increase public awareness
through publicity."
One mode of publicity this year is a
singing public service announcement
that will be aired over local radio
stations.
Peters plans to write a feature for a
college magazine and produce a
videotape on the run, she said.
With added publicity, Peters hopes to
promote the campus and community's
understanding of Logan's Run.
"I really want to go beyond our
monetary goal and enhance JMU's
community relations because this really
is a selfless thing the students do," she
said.
Proceeds from this year's run will be
put toward the purchase of two
fluidotherapy machines for RMH.
"The amount of students who will
use the machine we donate isn't near the
amount of residents who will," she
said.
"A fluidotherapy is an organic method
commonly used to treat sports
injuries," Peters said. "Our goal for this
is $7,000."
Now in its 11th year, Logan's Run is
the annual service project sponsored by
the Bluestone residence halls.
Runners include JMU students,
faculty, staff, and local residents who
are sponsored to complete the run.
Participants pair up and take turns
running two mile stretches, Peters said.
Each runner must run a minimum of
10 miles total.
"Four groups of eight runners run at
all times to ensure that the Run is
continuous for all ISO miles," she said.
Participants will begin at 7 p.m.
Friday and are scheduled to arrive at
RMH at about 3 p.m. Saturday.
— Ann Cremins
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Research works.
American Heart
Association

WFRE FIGHTING FOR
VOURUFE
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All in all, clothes for fall
sweaters, pants and
in between!
Tops are hot!
Skirts are too... either
long or short will do!
Aileen Ladies' casual wear
1641 E. Market St.. Harrisonburg
434-6480

DYNABYTE COMPUTER PRODUCTS
presents the
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
SPECIAL COMPUTER PURCHASE PROGRAM
Suggested
Retail
$1295.00
Sale Price
$1145.00

Dual Flormv Drn™, ftYTtrnn

: KScSSciijieTsa^ ^
(inciudes

* sstastffi^

drives,

H~CUI..,

* MS-DOS/GW-BASIC (Ver 2 1)
* Clock, serial t Parallel Adaptere

DYNABYTE
Computer Products

801 W. MAIN STREET
it

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. 22901
804-296-7560

LOCATED AT
1820 S. MAIN
(in ANDERSON BROTHERS)
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BLOOM COUNTY

Berke Breathed
WE'LL JUST
CLEAN IT UP

A ume.

THE FAR SIDE

Gary Larson

ywte
sum

ON IT.

L

i

WHAT
HAPPtNEP?
■

~T

me
LAWYERS
'CLEANEP UP'

f/*t AFRA/P
ITHAPPEEN..
A 600C JOKE..

mcmwoN.

YES.. A
bOOP
ANPFlMffl
JOKE-

A POTENTIAL
0I6OU
CUT POWN
IN ITS PRIME.

AbOOP,
FUNNY
ANPPEAP
JCW.

OH,
WHIMSICAL
NOTION,
WEHARPLY
KNEW YE.

Suddenly, the living room was flooded with light
and the angry sounds of an engine being revved.
And everyone knew — the cat was back.

NEU.TEKKKSMISUP...
THE ECONOMY IS POWN...
ANPPAYIP LETWWAN'S
FRONT TEETH ARE STILL
SPREAPM MKT...
WANNA KNOW WHAT
ITWNKf

1KH0W WHAT YOU THINK/
YW THINK NOTWN6S
&6EN THE SAME SINCE
IHAKIEOSMONP'S PNORCe.?
THAT'S ALWAYS WHAT

Wrm/K//

££.

HOWPERFECTLY
P0OPY Of YOV TO SAY
THAT. INFACT.WIS
WHOLE TOWN HAS 3EEH
ACT/NO fVOPY LATELY.

IN FACT, THE WHOLE
COUNTRY HAS bONETO
HELL IN A HANPMSKET

since PFMP LEV rvm
l£FT'VANHACEAf.'

Y

^4

Nnfc_-lial

Jacki Hampton

CHAIN & JANE-

"Raised the ol" girl from a cub, I did....
'Course, we hod to get a few things straight
between us She dont try to follow me into
town anymore, and I dont try and '
her food bowl away til she's done."

v%*
&**

This space could be yours.
We are looking for qualified student comics to fill out
our new comics page. If you're interested, call Kyra Scarton, editor,
atx6127.
f

"Say. ainl you a stronger in the part?"
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
University Place - Fully furnished and
equipped, wait to campus, $125/mo plus
utilities, with 4 tenants. Call Kay Greene,
434-0183.
Almost on Campus -1 BR apartments on
Dutchmll Court (behind Hardees). Water,
trash pick-up, lawn mowing & appliances
provided. Carpeted. Almost new. No pets.
Lease/deposit $245, 434-2100.
Plan Next Year's Housing Early - Get the
best selection - featuring Madison Gardens,
Duke Apts., University Place. Patrick Real
Estate. 433-2559.
Room - Female, non-smoker, kitchen,
private, near JMU. $i30/mo„ 434-0840.
FOR SALE
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090.
Boom Box - Panasonic FM/AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Recorder (Model RX-5010).
Very good condition. $20. Cal Tina. x7558.
Computer - IBM PC-XT Clone. 640K RAM,
two floppy drives, amber monitor, serial &
parallel ports. Runs PC-DOS 3.1. $995.
Call 434-0644.
Single Loft - $40, 1 year old, good
condition, includes backboard, will deliver.
Callx5652.
Housing Contract - Bed 320. Rene'e
Branch, x 4766.
JVC R-X350V 60 Watt Receiver - JVC
KD-VR 320 cassette deck, 4 JVC 75 watt
3-way speakers, Onkyo Turntable. All less
than 1 year old. Paid $1100 will sell for
$650. Call 433-9349
1978 Pontiac Grand Prix - Full power
including moonroof, 40 watt stereo, new
brakes & exhaust, good b'res, 58K on
engine, $1500 or best offer. Call
433-9349.
TRS-80 Computer, DMP 130 printer,
software, desk, dfekfile, paper. Excellent
condition. Will take best offer. Kathy,
433-2310.
Toyota Corolla Sr5 "83 - Great condition,
black sports package. AC, Fm/Am, 5spd.,
under extended warranty, must sell!! Call
Steve at X6730
Blank Tape Salel TDK SA90 - 2 for
$3.89! Maxell XLII90 - 10 for $19.99!
Town & Campus Records, 70 W. Water,
Harrisonburg.
HELP

WANTED

$60.00 Per Hundred Paid for remailing
letters from home! Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope for information/
application Associates, Box 95-B, Rosetle,
NJ 07203.

Waitresses Needed - Available for lunch,
evenings & weekends. Apply in person, Jess'
Lunch, Court Square.

Typing - Pica or elite, $1.10/page.
Overnight, $1.60/page. Call Karen,
433-3327.

Wanted - Agressrve, enthusiastic students
to market Winter and Spring Break
vacations! For more information, call
Student
Travel
Services
at
1-800-648-4849.

Computerized Printing Service - Call
433-5750, 9 am - 5 pm, Monday-Friday.
Two days advance accepted.

Art or Design Student to assist in layout of
business brochure. Photography and/or
writing skills preferred. Call 434-7465
for an interview.
Needed Immediately - Full & part-time taxi
drivers, all shifts. Apply in person at the
City of Harrisonburg Department of Public
Transportation, 475 E. Washington St.
Secretarial and General Office Help
Needed - Good opportunity for gaining
business experience. Flexible hours. Call for
interview. Patrick Real Estate, 433-2559.
Representative Wanted to sen t shirts to
campus groups for Virginia Beach based
screen printing firm. Responsibilities
include marketing, order taking, & delivery.
Call 804-499-1699.
Excellent Income for part-time home
assembly work. For info, call
312-741-8400, ext. 411.

Stadium Cups - Designed & printed to your
standards - $.85 each - minimum order
100. Cheaper by volume. Call Greg after
4:00. 433-5113.
Typist - $1.25 double spaced, $1.75
single-spaced, charts, etc. Call x6284 or
433-9289 -- ask for Carol.
WANTED
Got a Loft to Sell? If so, call x5904.
PERSONALS
Jamson Investment Club $$$ - There will
be a meeting at 9 pm in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger on Thursday, Oct. 9. Come
one, come al.
Anyone Interested In Being the SGA Spring
used book sale Chairperson or in being on
the book sale committee, please pick up an
application in the SGA office. They are due
by October 10.

LOST & FOUND

Welcome to the House of the Rising Sunl
Dozer, Face, Musicman, Brief, Bong, & the
Breeze.

Found - Gold chain. Call Meg Hopkin,
433-6271.

Pam

SERVICES
Resumes - Professionally prepared.
Interview on campus. Typing, editing, free
pick-up & delivery. Days, evenings,
Saturdays. Thomas Eastland Company,
896-6617.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available and 6
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.,
434-1812.
Typing - $1.25/page, on campus, paper
provided. Call Pauline x4650.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test Birthright 434-0003.
Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
*206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll-Free
Hot Line 800-351-0222. Ext. 33.
VISA/MC or COD.

What

Yowl That Logan staff is hot! Getting
crazier on Dec. 4-7.
Alpha Gamma Delta wishes Sand and Amy a
Happy Birthday this month. Come on! Lei's
celebrate!
New Coslello, Jazz Butcher, Beat Farmers,
Pogues! Town & Campus Records, 70 W.
Water, Harrisonburg.
It's Matt Moore's Birthday, the one from DE
that is, so wish him happy birthday while
he's still around 'cause he's gettin' old. Yea,
that's the ticket!
Lisa - Here's to USMA, Cadet, bushes,
bathmats, Pepe, walk, waving, bruises,
mounts and more! Too much fun! Love, Meg
Uncle Poo(h) - You're the most important
person in my life. I pray that everything
continues to get better! Always yours,
Bunnyfrsh.
$1 for 3 Comedians - Richmond Comedy
Club, Thurs., Oct 9, PC Ballroom. 9 pm.
Congratulations Melaniel - Love, your
Roomies.
Sigma Kappa - Hope you liked the
cook-out. Stay tuned for more fun! Love,
The Big Brothers.
Don't Forget - Wednesday is Mary Edgar's
birthday!
LHG - Had a great time last week. I love
you,AME
Vlckl Gray - Where have ■you" been aH my
life? Me.

Seductressl
"Facts & Referrals on Sexuality" - Are you
interested in becoming involved in a group
that does educational programs on birth
control and sexually transmitted diseases''
If so, join "Facts & Referrals." Call x6598
for more information.
II Is Here - DJNR - in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger. Come try it out on
Thursday, Oct 9, at 9pm.
If Encouraged Women enjoy mountain
streams, picnic lunches/dinners & having
fun, we suggest a meeting.
Julie Ann Pools - Happy Birthday! ^^ y.
m
Pooh Bear, Jen.

Rob - Are you mad? How about a typical
Monday night rendezvous to talk about it
Your "Cheap" Affair.
Deena - If there was ever anything in the
world that I could give to you forever, it
would be happiness. For that is what you
have given to me through your love. Happy
21 Anniversary. Love, Joe (Iowa St)
It's Coming I The long-awaited for
Homecoming Revue - Thurs., Oct 16,7:30
pm, Wilson Had. Don! miss it!
Hey Kathleen R. (Huff A203). you're being
watched.

"304" ♦ 0O0XXX. Love, AST.

Fitness Council Meeting for the Logan
Center this Wed.. Oct. 8.8 pm. (Logan TV
Lounge)

Parable Recording Studio presents Blitz
Week! Professional studio time for an
incredible $16.95/hr Cad 896-6820.

Weaver & Garber-C Guys - Thank you for
**9g**» donations to Logan's Run.

St^nweCtassFUrigCornmlttee Meeting
• Tues., Oct 7, Room C, WCC at 6 pm.

Professional Typing - Call Kathy at
433-8015. 4-9 pm.

Ken (Doll) - You're so cute! Barbie (Don)

Typing Service - 23 years experience,
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Professional Typing & Word Processing Overnight
ht servfce and competitive rates.
Cal Kevin
Yin at 433-2
438-3147 after 5.

Fake
lUSSSR"
Dnnk! 330age! Laura aoasationagenessi

To The Gorgeous Guy with the asorted tank
tops - our blue eyes met in the night on
Greek row, our blond hair shimmers in the
light- what is your name?

Isaac - Thanks for the incredWe painting
"Andrea...* It means a lot to me and so do
you. I love you, Patty.
IKEB304-Beshmoov.
Sir Bambu -1 know it wasn't easy, but
thanks for putting up with me last week.
The study breaks saved my sanity. Miss
"Enemette"

"Would You Ukt lo Become a Peer
Educator On Sexuality?* 'Interested in
developing your presentation skitter Then,
join Tacts and Referrals on Sexually.' Call
x6598 for more information. This group is
sponsored by the Office of Residence Lite
Happy Birthday Julie You're weird, but
loveabte. Love, Jen
Mr. Lifts -1 love you very much! Kisses,
Miss Piglet.
AKL - I wish they all could be California
Frats.
Ruth Alpha Kappa Lambda • A new
fraternity and start your own traditions.
Cal Chris, 434-3070.
Alpha Kappa Lambda - Traditions in the
making. Cal Steve, x4851.
VtcW Gray -1 have several papers and am
working on a novel lor you to type!!!
Paybacks are superb!!
JMU - Rush is not over. Go AKA. Cal
Steve, x4851.
Courtney - You survived LSATs, but wil
you survive your senior year? Look out
Sophomore guys, here comes Courtney!
Love, Joels.
Beth -Have a wonderful 20th Birthday! We
love you very much! Love, Mary, Amy & Lisa
Logan's Run People - Get psyched for
Friday! Oauda
John NeM* -1 need to tak to you. Cal me
ASAP. Kyra

as

Theresa Says - It is always Dave's fault
International Business Ctub • meet tonight,
5 O0, in the A.V. Center.
I.B.C. • A.V. Center, then Harrison A205
for meeting at 5:30.
SPED - So hard, finding inspiration . ..
Head for Duck: Friday. Starring on a beach
with a gun in my hand ... but no dead
Cardinals this time. OK? CATH. P.S. He's
just a bind man in the bleachers. (HaHa)
To All The People Who Made My Birthday
Special - You guys are great! II never be
able to tel you how much it meant to tme.
Love yal, WO, The Mad Dog Pup.
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Intl Business Seniors • Resume book
meeting tonight, Harrison A205,6:00.
Sex Kitten • Here's to five fun-filled
months... err! S.K. D'Bear

•Great game!! We're vary proud of
you! Love, the Brf Girls.
Mom aid Dad -Hope you enjoyed yourselves
on Parents Day. Thanks tor coming. Your
Son PS. See you soon.
Gumby Fan Ctub - There wl be another
vary important meeting concerning nothing
very special tonight Be there or be
rectangular
Hey Good Looking - Bet this personal is
attracting some attention. Anyway, you
know who you are. Meet rne tonight? SAL
Ken - This is sad This is really sad. Either
you become a normal human being or I wl be
forced to take serious action at 3 am!

Tape Sale! TDK SA90 - 2 for
Maxell XLII90 -- 10 for $19.99!
& CAMPUS RECORDS. 70 W.
Harrisonburg.
Tin nliIn Unnrliwi IMreVit

Kooon MOnOtfy r«JVH

Laurie W. - Look what you got! Happy
Birthday Dahln'.. We love you! Sana I Deb

At JeTs

Sigma Kappa Big Brothers - Same time
next week? Great cook-out!
Business Mslors - IABC invites youto WCC
Room C on Oct 9 at 6 pm. JMU graduate
Jill Cassarotti wll speak about her job in
marketing.
Sweetpie • I'm back. I'm so glad that things
are going so wall. Happy belated
anrwersary I love you, Your Machine.

- Tues., Oct 7. Room C, WCC at 6 pm
photo staff meeting Wednsdaya!5:00!!

Blank
$3.89!
TOWN
Water,

Mrs. Lafts - You thought that I wouldn't
put this in the paper, well here it is. I tove
you! We are stuck with each other forever.
Love, Mr. Laffs.
Strtp-0-Gram • Get your party started
right. Send the furmeat gift on or off
campus, 434-8737.

Wfth Lambda CN Alpha
And The NFL
3 for $1.00 Tacos - Specials 8:30 - 9:00

Sandra - Thanks for the spastic bfinkies.
Hey Babe • Too bad you aren't a
shot-taking basketball player (just
kidding). It's true I come alive at night but
you should give me a chance in the daytime.
I'm tired of bring . From, The Other Babe.
CongreJuMtona Rootm Scheefer, Lambda
Chi Alpha, A new Associate Members on a
fantastic rush! We tove you, Your Little
Sisters.

Dear J,M,M,M- We're not desperate, but
we are curious RS.V.P.

Brody.JohnBrody- Where are you? I have
a message - "Clyde- - so please call me.
x7659. M

Thanks SPE, Ft Kap, I ASA for a great
farm party! SK

Kristin* • Things keep getting better 8
better! Love yal Cm

■ten scnracranppussne - neara your nean
singjng a thousand Fwes ago
Celebrate "Hump Day" at Players
Wednesday w*i Sigma Kappa & Pi Kap!
JMU BOX-1 Ike your car and I could Kke
whose driving it. Buck-85.

Sueba • Trunks, bind leading bind, hike in
rain from S.H., holding up walks,
unforgettable nights at T.C., skiing the
Expert!, Sigma Pi, sessions wih the Pi
Sisters! Bestest buds! Bean
Jon- Surprised? Me

VITAE RESUME PAPER
ORMOND SHOPS WELCOMES
THE STUDENTS AND FACULTY
OF JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
The first weak (Monday through Saturday)
of each month Ormond wilt offer:

10%
off

100% COTTON SHEETS.

NOW AT

kHco?
1010 Soatn Mala St.

On any Ormond
Purchase
(except items
already on
promotion)

Ticket price
Shop Ormond, please show store
executive your JMU identification and
take advantage of
Outstanding Savings
ORMOND

Whan yon »ej«d to make a etrong firat
impression, you nesd mon than a good
paper. To« BOO* VITAI RE8UME PAPER.

Valley Mall

438-9287

HOW CREATIVE ARE TOU?
Dosign a sweatshirt for
tha Ski Club and win:

- 025 in cash

- 2 fraa lift tickets
- fraa membership to tha
aki club
- a fraa sweatshirt
Send entries to Box 1217.
Designs will bs judged Oct.22,198* by the Ski Club?
Any questions call X5655
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Lab puts students in kitchen
By Ann Cremins
staff writer

Huge aluminum mixing bowls, pots
and utensils sit neatly stacked on
shelves in the kitchen. The spotless
room is quiet and uninhabited.
Then at 8:30 a.m. workers fde in
wearing crisp, white lab coats.
Are we in one of New York's finest
restaurants to replace their coffee with
another brand?
No, this is a kitchen in Moody Hall,
used for Hotel-Restaurant Management
363 for seniors. But the students do
head for the coffee to help them wake
up for their six-hour lab.
"Each student is assigned a task in
preparing and serving a full meal to 40
pre-paid guests, which include JMU
faculty and staff," explains living
sciences instructor Dianne Murray.
"The students alternate the
responsibilities of the meal which range
from bread baker to dining room
manager. This is just like the real
thing," she says.
Murray plans the menu and works out
the minute-by-minute production
schedule the students follow for their
respective tasks.
"Everyone helps out where they can
in addition to their own duties. It really
makes a difference if one student isn't
here because the others really have to
work hard to pick up the slack," Murray
says.
The big question: Anyone missing
today?
"Yes, but we'll be all right," assures
Murray in her North Carolina drawl.
Holding up a 10-pound roast, Suzy
Miller asks, "Should I do anything with
this meat before I cut it?"
Today's entree is beef Stroganoff.
Tom Peyton wheels a two-foot cart
over to the bake shop. "I'm taking the
flour if anybody needs it," he
announces. Mark Broadstreeet gets out
of his way as he makes his way over to
Miller to help her with the entree.
"Even though we follow our'
production sheets, well try to help out
where we've needed," Broadstreet says.
Together, he and Miller begin the chore
of slicing the meat into thin strips.
Meanwhile, Peyton measures four
pounds of flour as called for in a recipe
foe homemade bread and replaces the
cart where he found it
Over in the dessert shop Leigh Ann
Feast peels and slices what seems to be
a tree-full of fresh green apples for the

.\

Seniors Bill Neal and Cindy Phi nippy make custard In Hotoi i^
class prepares a fulKour J meal for 40 diners each week
x
dessert /
"You ieally have to eat breakfast
before this, class — especially when
you start to smell everything," Feast
says.
Beverage maker Shelley S troop
keeps busy preparing three gallons of
coffee and wedging lemons for the tea.
Miller, after a full hour of meat
slicing, sings out, "Bo-o-o-r-r-ing.
Will someone chop onions for me? I'm
still working on the beef."
Bill Neal takes time out from his
vegetables to lend a hand and begins
weighing out the correct amount of
onions on the scale.
"Right on the button!" he says.

I'll help out with the mushroom
action, Suzy," offers Neal as he picks
up a huge cleaver. "This looks like a
good mushroom knife," he jokes.
Murray smiles and hands him a
smaller one. "Use this one."
Two flights downstairs is the Moody
dining room, where everything will
come to life at noon. Terry Stibbards
is setting the tables, and Cindy
Phillippy is quiedy ironing napkins.
Phillippy. in rhythm with her
smooth ironing strokes, says, "Ifs
pretty hectic upstairs, but nice and calm
down here," She picks up one of the
napkins and tries to fold it into a fan It
flops. She and Stibbards go upstairs "

"*

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP
«
- The

Mana ement teb

"I'm in search of somebody who
knows how to fold a napkin," she
announces. Broadstreet demonstrates a
fan-shaped fold while Phillippy mimics
hint- Both napkins fall perfectly into
place.
Broadstreet says. "Get off!" and
Phillippy returns downstairs to creatr
more fans.
Stibbards says, "It's starting to smell
good up here, guys," as he follows
Phillippy out.
He spoke too soon, as Miller begins
dicing fresh garlic.
Neal moves from the onions to help
See LAB page 11 >

r...—
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Lab
►(continued from page 10)

with the garlic. "My roommates are
going to love me this afternoon."
The students, about three fourths done
with their production sheets, chat about
their internships and good restaurants
while they clean. The room smells of a
combination of bread, beef, and apples.
Murray takes the time to remind
everyone about next week's test.
"Are we supposed to be reading the
book?" Neal asks.
"I guess I'll have to break down and
buy it," Miller adds.
The test will be based on the
30-minutc lectures which take place
before each lab. Lecture topics include
kitchen equipment, knives and kitchen
safety and serving styles. The students
also are graded on lab reports assessing
their weekly responsibilities.
"Fifteen percent of the grade comes
from their day as dining room manager
— That's a pretty important day,"
Murray says.
"We learn from our mistakes. When
something goes wrong once, it doesn't
happen again — usually," Neal says as
he eyes the garbage disposal that spat
water at him the previous week.

RECORD

The students begin transferring the
food from pots to serving pans.
"Easy, easy — you're losing one,"
coaches Neal as Broadstreet pours

the dining room, anticipating today's
meal.
One diner comments to another, "I
come here every chance I get"

day and decide it went well.
Miller looks down at her plate. "I
don't know, I think we need a brighter
vegetable, like maybe some corn."
"No, we already have a starch,"
counters Broadstreet as he takes a bite
of his bread.

"We learn from our mistakes. When
something goes wrong once, it doesn't
happen again — usually."
— Bill Neal
steaming water from a giant pot of
noodles.
Everything is transported to the
kitchenette beside the dining room and
last-minute preparations are made. The
candles are lighted and the music is
turned on. Half of the class serves while
the other half eats.
Peyton heaps beef Stroganoff onto
his plate. "This is the best part."
At noon the guests congregate toward

The class goes into action — serving,
keeping tea and water glasses filled,
clearing dishes and getting the desserts
ready.
"Teamwork is key,"Broadstreet says
as he replaces an empty serving pan of
beans with a full one.
.
About 45 minutes later the diners
leave. The servers take their food into
the dining room while the rest of the
class busses tables. They discuss the

Phillippy and Stibbards have a
similar conversation in the dining
room.
Stibbards jokes, "We ought to bring
in some Jackson Browne albums."
Members of the class are critical of
their work but admit they are proud of
the outcome. They admit to the
unspoken rivalry between the four lab
sections.
Neal says, "We'd like to think we're
the best."
The cleanup process begins, and the
kitchen soon returns to its sanitary look
and smell. The class gets to take home
some of the leftovers.
Peyton scoops apple crisp into a
plastic container. "This is another great
benefit."
Members of the class hand in their
lab reports, grab their leftovers, lab
coats and backpacks and take off for
their next class.

REVIEW

By Valarie Jackson
staff writer

Mazarati
Mazarati
Warner Brothers-Paisley Park
In the beginning, there was Grand
Central, which disbanded to form The
Time and Prince and The Revolution.
The Time produced Morris Day, Jesse
Johnson's Revue, Jimmy Jam & Terry
Lewis and The Family. Prince and The
Revolution produced Andre Cymone,
Dez Dickerson, Sheila E. and Vanity
and Apollonia 6.
The Minneapolis phenomena is
becoming quite monotonous, if not
ridiculous, even for an avid Prince fan.
So forgive me for not getting remotely
excited about the emergence of a new
Prince protege—Mazarati.
The musk and overall style of the
hand has the Purple Monarch's name
written all over it — the high vocals,
funky jams, androgynous clothing,
makeup and sexually explicit lyrics.
Although this band is not very
original, its savior is the music it
produces. Sure, it all sounds like
Prince, but it's still good.
Mazarati's first, and only, single
release to date is "100 MPH." a song

which is sure to keep you dancing.
"Players' Ball" is a take-off of their
first hit, and tries in its lyrics to destroy
the "rock star/groupie" myth. Suzy is a
humorous song about a "girl" whose
gender, is questionable. "I Guess It's
All Over," the last song on the album,
is a slow, romantic groove.

from friends such as his girlfriend and
frequent co-lyricist Sara Allen, Hall and
Oates band members Tom "T-Bone"
Wolk and G. E. Smith, mixers Bob
Clearmountain and Arthur Baker, and
such famous names as Dave Stewart of
The Eurythmics, Joni Mitchell and
Bob Geldof.

Overall, this is a very well done, but
far from original, debut fa Mazarati.

The minor mistake of this very good
album was releasing "Dreamtime" first.
Although it is one of the more
commercial cuts of the album, it
slightly misrepresents the sound of the
album.

Three Hearts in the
Happy Ending
Machine
Daryl Hall
R.CA.
You probably had one of two
reactions when you first heard
"Dreamtime," Daryl Hall's First release
from his second album.
Either panic because Daryl Hall has
"gone hard rock," or elation that this is
truly a departure from the Hall and
Oates sound. Fortunately, or
unfortunately, depending on your
viewpoint, "Dreamtime" doesn't
represent the style of the entire album.
Hall realizes his soulish vocal forte,
and uses it to the utmost on this
album. He's also gotten a lot of help

The only hard hitter is "Let It Out,"
the B-side of "Dreamtime." The rest,
like "Only a Vision." "Foolish Pride"
and Someone Like You" are very
soulful and personal. If you're able to
cut away from whatever misconception
"Dreamtime" might have caused, you
might find "Three Hearts in the Happy
Ending Machine" a welcome addition to
your collection.

"Ruthless People,"
"About Last Night..."
Soundtracks
Epic
If a film's soundtrack could make it a
blockbuster, "Ruthless People," "About

Last Night." and "Under the Cherry
Moon" would have been the best of the
summer.
Unfortunately for Prince, whose
movie stunk, despite the excellent
soundtrack, this just doesn't happen.
However, the other two were good
movies with equally good soundtracks.
"Ruthless People" is in the dance
mode. However, contributions by
Luther Vandross ("Give Me A Reason")
and Paul Young ("Wherever I Lay My
Hat," from his earlier "No Parlez"
album) add some melancholy, if not
romantic soul. Billy Joel's hit "Modern
Woman" also is included. The best
tracks include the title song, written by
Daryl Hall, Mick Jagger and Dave
Stewart and one by a new group. The
Machinations, called "No Say In It."
"About Last Night..." is much more
romantic. It includes Sheena Easton's
hit "So Far So Good" and John Wane's
"If Anybody Had A Heart." It also
includes John Oates' first solo project, a
funky, yet romantic tale of love at first
sight called "(She's The) Shape of
Things To Come."
Jermaine Jackson, Paul David, and
The Del Lords also contributed. This
soundtrack, like the movie, is perfect
for romantics, but those who want to
dance would do better by felting
"Ruthless People."
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If the next person who
delivers your pizza
is wearing a uniform,
Look at him.
Doesn't he look silly?
Our pizzas wear the boxes,
We don't have to.
We deliver
Right down the line.

The Best Pizza, the Best Buffet
In An Atmosphere You'll Enjoy
THE PIZZA—
It's Gatti's . .. you create H. we'll make it.

THE BUFFET—
Lunch—Every day for $3.59. You get to eat A eat. . .
Our pizzas: fresh from the oven, our pasta .
homemade sauce, garlic bread, and
Our salad bar with over 30 items.

WIDE SCREEN TVS S VCR—
Watch your favorite shows, or bring in your favorite
video <VHS)

(

We'll bring our pizzas to your door!

We'll give you & your party special rates
in your own private party room!

TO HELP YOU THROUGH THE WEEK...

4P 433-0606

• Monday Night Football Pro-game Bullet
Kicks off at 5:30
• Tuesday half price night of course
• Midweek Dinner Bullets on Wednesday and
Thursday - 5:30-8:30

CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER

'

$6.00

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

OR
$7.00

for any medium
rag.. 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
may or may not
expire

$6.00

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

OR
$7.00

for any medium
reg., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
may or may not
expire

$6.00

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes'

OR
$7.00

for any medium
reg., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
may or may not
expire

any large
plus4
FREE Coke*

any medium
plus 2
FREE Cokes
May or miy not ***•

$7.50

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

OR
$9.00

OR
$9.00

for any large
regular crust 3
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire

for any large
regular crust 3
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire

$7.50

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

OR
$9.00

for any urge
regular crust 3
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire;

^'
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itting performance

Dukes roll over Tigers, 62-0
By Rob Washburn
sports editor

I

In front of a near-capacity Parents' Day crowd
Saturday at JMU Stadium, Division II St. Paul's
College put the Dukes through a rigorous test of
physical strength and stamina.
I The Marching Royal Dukes, that is, who were
faced with the painful task of doing push-ups and
playing the school fight song for each of JMU's
nine touchdowns.
:'
On the field, however, it was the Tigers who put
on a performance almost too painful to watch.
JMU rolled up a school-record 657 yards of offense, and held the Tigers to a record-low 72, as it
posted an easy 62-0 victory.
"We did what we had to do," jRy head football coach Joe Purzycki said. "It was another week
where we had a good all-out effort from the offense, defense and special teams. I think we're in
full gear right now."
From the opening kickoff, there was never a
question about the Outcome. On its first four
possessions, JMU drove 54, 91, 68 and 43 yards
for touchdowns to take a 28-0 lead early in the second quarter.
Warren Marshall started the scoring with a
1-yard run and Kelvin Griffin followed with his
own 14-yarder eight minutes later.
The Dukes finished with 400 yards rushing, but
they spread the wealth equally. Five different JMU
backs ran for touchdowns, and the team's two
leading rushers, Griffin and Tony Graddy, had only 69 yards. Surprisingly, Marshall was held to just
46 yards on 11 carries.
"I think they were preoccupied with Warren early," Purzycki said. "We felt that since they were
doing that, we had to run the flank and pass the
ball. We were able to execute that phase of the
plan."
The reason the plan worked so effectively was
because quarterback Eric Green was at the top of
his game. The junior threw a school-record four
touchdown passes in the second quarter and finished the half 6-for-9 for 247 yards.
"I was just really impressed by Eric Green's play
in the first half," Purzycki said. "Green's ability
to throw the way he did really has given us a new
dimension. He was the catalyst for us on offense."
Green connected on scoring passes of 66 yards to
Rodney Stockett, 43 yards to Neal Wilkinson, 73
yards to Marshall and 46 yards to Leon Watts to
run the margain to 41-0 at the break.
After gaining the reputation as a runmng
quarterback for most of his JMU career, Purzycki
is hoping Green's confidence in his passing ability
will continue to grow.
"One thing I've said about Eric is that he s going to get better week after week," Purzycki said.
"It's important that he develops his confidence
and also that we develop confidence in him. . . so
we're willing to go to the pass game as willingly as
we go to the rush game."
Defensively, the Dukes recorded their tirst

I
\

Staff photo by BOB SEEMAN
JMU cornerback Lamont Breedlove attempts to tackle St. Paul's Garnett Cross during the
Dukes' 62-0 victory Saturday at JMU Stadium. The win was the second straight for the Dukss.
shutout of the year and held St. Paul's to just 42
yards rushing on 37 carries. JMU now has held its
opponents to just seven points in the last eight
quarters.
"We're getting momentum now heading into the
big games," JMU linebacker Dean McCullough
said. "We feel we can play with anyone in the
country. I think everybody has a lot of
confidence."
JMU substituted freely in the second half and
got several quality performances from the reserves.
Running backs Al Brown, Craig Bland ford and
Rick Miller ran for touchdowns in the second half, and four quarterbacks saw playing time. Defe'nsively, Purzycki was pleased with the play of
linebacker Marty Fitzgerald and defensive tackle

Steve Bates.
Riding a two-game winning streak, JMU now
has a week off to prepare for the toughest part of
its schedule. The Dukes' next two games are
against Appalachian State and William and Mary,
both of which are ranked in the Division I-AA Top
20 poll.
"(Momentum) won't be a problem," Purzycki
said. "We're going to be ready against Appalachian State. It was obvious early that we had a
lot of problems gelling. I think we've hit our stride
now, and the important thing is to be able to keep
it.
"We're really fortunate to have some challenges
in front of us, because it gives us a chance to show
people that we're a pretty good football team."
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Back produces results without fanfare
By Mark Charnock
managing editor

Kelvin Griffin kind of got forgotten
Saturday afternoon.
Amidst the 62 points, quarterback
Eric Green's foar touchdown passes and
a shutout performance by JMU's
defense, the senior halfback was
practically unnoticeable.
It wasn't as though Griffin had an
Outstanding day on the ground. He
carried the ball seven times for 69 yards
and a touchdown before Joe Puizycki
cleared his bench and looked at some
newcomers in the second half.
It was, however^ a somewhat
special day for Kelvin Griffin. His
rushing contribution Saturday quietly
put him over the 1,000-yard mark in
his career at JMU.
But Griffin has been doing things
quietly for most of his JMU career.
When you're in the same backfield
with a potential All-America selection
in Warren Marshall, you don't stand out
too much, but Grifin is happy with his
role.
"There are always situations where I
want the ball," Griffin said. "But it's up
to the coaches.
"They (the coaches) say 'He'll get
the ball so many times a game.' "
Ever since Purzycki and his
Winged-T offense converted Griffin
from a defensive back. Griffin has been
using those "so many times a game" to
add up the yards in workman-like style.
With offenses keying on Marshall,
Griffin was able to pick up 754 yards
last year. Every time he touched the
ball last season he picked up close to
seven yards per carry.
Remember, this is a guy who is
eighth on the all-time JMU rushing list
with 1,062 yards after rushing for just a
season and a half .

Staff photo by BOB SEEMAN
JMU halfback Kelvin Griffin ehakee off a St. Paul's tackier during his 14-yard touchdown run <-.*..»<_*
Griffin gained 69 yards on seven carries to go over the 1,000-yard marie In his career
*■*«■■*
Marshall is the first one to tell you
the offense wouldn't be the same
without Griffin in the backfield.
"He gives the team a lot," Marshall
said. "In our offense you can't key on
one back or you're gonna get hurt
"I think they have to play us honest
and that's gonna open up a lot of things
for us."
Although he says his running
Saturday is a "good indication" of where
he wants to be, Griffin doesn't see other i

teams changing to concentrate on him.
"I think they're going to make up
some kind of game plan to key on all
the backs," he said. "I feel like I'm a
potential ground gainer too."
The St Paul's massacre wasn't a
true indication of how well the JMU
offense will do in two weeks when it
faces nationally ranked Appalachian
State at home.
For now, though. Griffin is taking
———_____

the attitude that the week layoff won't
hurt him or the offense.
"Two weeks is going to make me
better," Griffin said. "We're just going
to go out, execute the plays and go out
and work hard."
When practice starts again this
week. Griffin will be down on the field
again with his teammates working hard,
executing the same old plays and
quietly working for his own personal
recognition.

JMU defeats EMC, prepares for UVa
•f~*~'~"~—~——~—mmmm—ammmm—m—^^^^^

By Greg McCormlck
staff writer

Looking toward Tuesday's game with nationally ranked Virginia, JMU's soccer team
saw Eastern Mennonite as a minor hurdle on the
way to Charlottesville.
But clearing that small obstacle proved more
difficult than anticipated.
The Dukes scored four second-half goals
after a lackluster start to defeat the Royals 4-0
at JMU Stadium Saturday.
The win, combined with Thursday's 7-0 rout
of VMI, improves JMU's record to 7-1-2.
Eastern Mennonite drops to 2-5.
JMU has dominated EMC over the year,
holding a 14-4 series record. It was just such
dominance, however, that caused JMU problems through the first half.

»UI. J.R.I.J.. ...I. .L.

•We definitely took this game for granted,'
said senior Bill Kingsley. "We came off a big
win Thursday night and we thought the game
was won and we hadn't played yet."
Throughout the first half, the Dukes were
unable to maintain a consistent attack and,
combined with a strong EMC defensive effort
(JMU had 16 shots in the first half), the period
ended in a scoreless tie.
"We weren't playing with intensity (in the
first halQ." head coach Tom Martin said. "We
didn't do the things you have to do to show the
other team you're going to dominate."
Most of those indicators are the one-on-one
fights for possession.
"We weren't winning the 50-50 balls,"
Kingsley said. "The coach chewed us out for
that."
Martin's halftime words were a success, as
.

r. ,..., .. Ilill

---------------

the Dukes did a total reverse in playing intend
Trevor Hershey scored the first goal of the
game off of an indirect kickk abnost
_im~, ,0
m nunute8
• .
into the half.
■t-^ ?°U^8 *?" Chris Simon took a Frank
Radlcs pass in the middle, spun to avoid 0w
defend and scored to give theses a _5 £

co^td3 !T_27 *!ind ,Bd Marc Hinson DuteTd?dn',ChKeydetS °" 11»«d-y »»■*. ***
minutes into the
sta^'oS
j^
started an offensive
flurry, as five of the contest
Dukes-

See SOCCER on page 17 >
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Redshirt claims crown as Dukes place second
By Sonny Dearth
assistant sports editor

Staff photo by STEVE EATON
JMU's Peter Wellenmann (right) crosses the flnieh line In front of
William and Mary's Hiram Cuevas to win the Dukes' trl-meet Saturday at Purcell Park.

The JMU men's cross country
team may not have put together a
"complete race," but Peter Weilenmann
did.
The Dukes defeated Virginia
Military Institute 27-29 and lost to
William and Mary 23-35 in a tri-meet
Saturday at Purcell Park in
Harrisonburg.
The biggest excitement of the
meet came as JMU's Weilenmann
outdueled William and Mary's Hiram
Cuevas to place first individually. Their
battle literally came down to the wire,
both runners finishing with a time of
25:36 over the five-mile course.
"Peter came very much from
behind to win," JMU head coach Bill
Walton said. "He was as much as one
hundred yards down at some stages."
But just as Walton had planned in
pre-race strategy, Weilenmann used his
excellent finishing kick to make the
difference in the end.
"It was only his fourth cross
country race ever," Walton said of the
redshirt freshman. "He's coming along
real well."
As for the team's results, Walton
said his team hasn't reached its peak.
"We haven't put together a
complete race yet William and Mary
put together their best race this season.
"Still, VMI had the exact same
squad that beat us 20-41 last year.
That's the most positive thing ...this

year's turnaround," Walton said.
Walton said that JMU had a
distinct possibility of finishing third in
the state meet this weekend.
"Virginia Tech and George Mason
are a title bit above everyone else, but
there's a good bit of balance after those
top two teams. We will be rested for
state."
Aside from Weilenmann's
performance, senior George Fitch placed
sixth with a time of 26:32 for JMU.
"He (Fitch) ran in there
consistently," Walton said, "but he just
hasn't broken loose in meets yet."
Freshman Chris Murray recorded a
27:35 time for 12th place overall.
Sophomore Doug Bloor, usually the
Dukes' top runner last year, finished
13th with a 27:36 mark.
"Bloor kind of had an off day,"
Walton said. "He's been training harder
than he was and racing more tired than
he was last year."
Freshman Bobby Reidel came in
15th in 27:38, forming a pack of JMU
runners at the finish line.
"We just need to get them closer
to the front," Walton said of the pack.
"It's easier to run with someone you
know, since you can take turns working
the pace."
JMU also hosted the Dean's Cup
faculty and staff cross country
championship in conjunction with the
meet. The School of Business won the
traveling trophy this year, taking it
from the defending champion College
of Arts and Sciences.

i

JMU beats Buccaneers
after earlier net losses
By Terrl Hickman
staff writer
It was a long, yet somewhat
disappointing weekend for the Dukes'
men's tennis team in the JMU Fall
Classic.
The Dukes defeated East Tennessee
State 8-1 Saturday afternoon at the
Warren courts, but lost to favored Penn
State 6-3 Saturday morning and West
Virginia 6-3 Friday afternoon.
"It's hard for everyone when you play
* long match and lose," JMU head
coach Jack Arbogast said. 1 thought we
might beat West Virginia and Penn
State."
Still, the Dukes played well to
dispatch the Buccaneers in their third
match in 24 hours.
!
Sonny Dearth, Lee Bell, Carl BeU,
Keith Ciocco and Quentin Kelly each
won singles matches to help JMU wrap
U
P the team match in singles against a
rebuilding ETSU squad.

decision over the Bucs' Shannon
Dunkin to
give JMU an
insurmountable 5-1 lead. ETSU
defaulted the doubles matches ui
account for the final team score.
"This season started out rough for
us," Bell said, "but it seems like things
are picking up now after this (ETSU)
match." The West Virginia match,
however, was a story of chances gone
by the wayside.
Arbogast said, "I was very
disappointed. We had the opportunities
but we didn't use them well. They
(WVU) made the big points to win."
Dearth (number four) and Gary
Shendell (number six) won singles
matches for the Dukes, but the
Mountaineers won three-set matches at
numbers one and two to gain a 4-2 lead
going into doubles play.
Paul Mancini defeated JMUs Carl
Bell. 5-7, 6-0, 6-2 in the number one

e»~ ■■«• *——"

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP
JMU's Lee Bell prepares to hit hie backhand In Friday's match
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza

Crisis Pregnancy Center

SPECIAL

Free Pregnancy Testing

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
(with this
coupon only)

ONLY $629
The Original Italian Pizza

Hours:

778 E. Market Street

Tues. 9am - 8pm
Thurs. Noon - 8pm
Fri. 9am - Noon

434-5375
I

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

No appointment Necessary
Completely Confidential

A representative will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1986

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

434-7528

Interviews may be scheduled at

252 E. Wolfe St.

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER

51 Court Square
434-4464

"WE HAVE
PITCHERS
MON-THURS'
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LADIES
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Last Chance to order for Christmas delivery

Tuesday Oct.7, 10am-5pm
Wednesday Oct.8, 10am-5pm

FRIDAY
VISIONS

Warren Campus Center
BALFOUR

SA

TURDAY
TR3.
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SPORTSFILE

Hockey squad
extends streak
The lOth-ranked JMU field hockey
team extended its winning streak to a
school-record 10 games last weekend
with a 3-1 win over Colgate and a 5-0
victory over Ithaca in games played in
Ithaca, N.Y.
Wednesday night the Dukes registered
an important 1-0 win over ISth-ranked
Virginia in Charlottesville.
JMU's Kerry Nadwodny scored the
only goal of the game in the second

half to defeat the Cavaliers.
Sandy Wilson led the Dukes (11-1)
with four goals for the weekend. She
now has 23 goals, two short of JMU's
single-season record, and 54 career
goals, one short of the all-time mark.
JMU next faces fifth-ranked and
defending national champion Old
Dominion at 3 p.m. Wednesday in a
South Atlantic Conference showdown
at JMU Stadium.
WOMEN'S

TENNIS

Terri Gaskili led JMU by making the
round of 16 in the Wolfpack Classic in
Raleigh, N.C. last weekend.

The top-seeded Gaskili won her round
of 32 match but was upset in the round
of 16.
Dukes' players Jennifer Brandt,
Wendy Gross, Stephanie Baker and
Karen Johnson all played but were
unable to win their first matches.
CLUBS

The JMU rugby club defeated the
University of North Carolina (Chapel
Hill) in both the A- and B- side contests
Saturday at home.
The A-side team won 20-16, while
the B-side squad won 18-12.

The Fall 1986 Arts and Sciences Symposium

The Third World:
Problems and Prospects
Problemes et perspectives

JpJosJSL*
Problemas
pezspectivas

The Program
Wednesday, October 8

Monday, September 29 through
Wednesday, October 22
Dally

Ail Exhibit "Another World: Folk Ait from Developing Nation*"
Sawhlll Gallery

Sunday, Octobers
7.30 pin. Htm: Hock Orpheu* (director: Marcel Camui.
t95e)

festival

TuMday, October 7
4:00 p.m. Dr. John Vtach: "Another World: Folk Art from
Developing Notion*'

J^rVme co»ect°n or GOW « « "OVi^g-on
oecepiem » K*O~

DC

7:30 pm t>. W. Scot Ihompton: '"Third World' Wo..: World
Politic* and the Third World"

ioc<*o^w'o.ces~i^e^t^^ xv<^
iterator o> rr»a world -on mcreos gw
^^ to
.^.n, w* rena to tra. ^ ™^££Z5%»*
con*:, th. ur*M 5WW-* ™^*t ,n„d wo-d
lemptafon toward increased mierventon*"'
during the ne«i decode
Of MCOUEGE OF IPTFBSANO SCONCES
SPONSORtD BV Tut DEAN

4:00 p.m. Dr. foul B. Goodwin, Jr.: "So For From God and to
Clote to the United States: Stereotype* and MIsperceptlons In United States-Latin American
Relation*"
Grotton-Stovall Theatre
The la* will explore the stereotypes that we. as North Americans,
have developed to e«pioin lotm America ana oemonsttate that
those commonlyheld views spnngtromgnorcince and Das Much
0* out inaDilitv to understand the culture of oui neighDors reflects
not only Ihe unwillingness ot North Americans to study the 'eg-on
but also our tenaencv to interpret Latin Amenco withal ihe context
ot out Own world v«w me audience wit Do o»ea to try rounderstand Latin America trom a lotm Amencan perspective t <omples
win De arawn trom (amity lite concepts ot time, politics work and
leisure, and world view todemonstrote thol Latin America scut'utes
ore in the* own right. viOronl ond worthy o" Study

7 30 pm. Manuel Alcala: "Mexico'*Pragmatic Foreign
Policy"
Gratton-Stovall Theatre
8:t 5 p.m. Humberto Serna: The Colombian Role in International Affairs"
Gfonon-Stovall Theatre
Thursday, October 9
4 00 pm. William Chandler: "Child Health a* an invejtmenf
Gfaftort-Stovotl Theatre
Malnutrition coused by oootchud feeding proctcescioims over 10
times as many lives as octuoi lomine More t<|pn naif d tnese
aeafhscould De prevented with relatively simple measures Many
countries m the Third World hove .nvesteo in such measures and
nave mode significant progress«improving chiia heoim Stotisti
coi ond onecdotoi ewdence w* oe presenrea to convey the
mportonce Ot investing m ch**en

7 30 pm. Dr. Mary Rojo* "The lnvi»lble Laborer* Women of
the Third World"
Gratton-Stovall Theatre
n most countries women ore the lood producers preoaren and
preservers and ore iespcms.Die for ihe health ana nutmon of then
lamilies Vet in the DuOC aomom women hotd the lowest poy«ig
IODS nave iittte political power and ore often denied on eoucation
trvee fourths of the wands moMouiished ore womenond children
inrecognifionofthesefacis there hosoeen a great flea ot interest
,n irxijStvg women as Dotn ogenrs ana oeneKioiiesin develop
ment planning in the Ihira world the. presentation shows women s
wen m oevewwig regions ana outlines some ot the issues mot
concern these women

JMU travels to New York to take on
St John's next weekend.
VOLLEYBALL

JMU lost to North Carolina 3-0 and
William and Mary 3-0, but defeated
Drexel 3-2 in the William and Mary
Classic last weekend in Williamsburg.
JMU also lost 3-0 at Virginia Tech
Wednesday night in Blacksburg.
The Dukes' record now stands at 9-7.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

The Dukes placed fourth in the
nine-team George Mason Invitational
Saturday in Fairfax.
JMU had 103 points, while first place
George Mason scored 39. Second place
William and Mary totaled 63.
Individually, Teren Block led the
Dukes by finishing fourth with a time
of 17:30,21 seconds behind the winner.

Soccer
►■ (Continued from page 14)

Simon's goal three minutes into
the contest started an offensive
flurry, as five of the Dukes' 18 shots
went for scores.
"We got some real early goals
against VMI and they fell apart,"
said Kingsley. "Right then the game
was over."
Now the Dukes begin preparation
for the Cavaliers, a team unlikely to
fall apart.
UVa finished 1985 with a 15-4-1
record and was ranked seventh by
the Intercollegiate Soccer Association.
"We had a good September and
we're having a good October so
far," Martin said. "We'll have to do
everything right and minimize our
mistakes."
Before this weekend's action, the
Cavaliers held a 6-1-2 mark and were
ranked fifth nationally.

JMU

y

> (Continued from page 15)

matchup, while WVU's Joby Foley
defeated Lee Bell 5-7, 6-3, 7-6 at
number two.
West Virginia's Gary Fry and Ray
Kurey wrapped up the win for the
Mountaineers by defeating Keith
Ciocco and Rob Smith in straight sets
at number two doubles.
The Nittany Lions took four of six
singles to set up their victory. Ciocco
(number three) and Dearth (number
four) won for JMU to keep the Dukes
alive until doubles play.
"Even though the results or. play this
weekend were disappointing," Arbogast
said, "our goal is still in effect-to win
the state and (Colonial Athletic
Association) conference championship,
but we still have a long way to go."

!*ageW. I He UNU1I. AU.UJy. J...JU1I II. IJIIU
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VIEWPOINT
Don't panic

Stephen Rountre^

Hea/f/7 cenfer /sn? endangering lives
Despite the alarming tone of the letter on today's Reader's Forum page,
there is no reason to panic about the quality of JMU's health center. The
center needs improvement but there is no evidence that the treatment
offered now is putting lives in danger.
As far far as we know, the ruptured appendicitis case in the letter was not
misdiagnosed due to medical incompetence or an oversight by an
overworked staff, nor was the patient in serious danger of dying.
Ruptured appendixes are rarely fatal. The surgeon we talked to told us
that appendicitis, the symptoms of which are identical to a virus or the flu, is
sometimes impossible for any physician or nurse to detect until the
appendix has ruptured. This appears to be what happened in the case
mentioned above. The surgeon, who is not employed by JMU, also told us
that antibiotics and medical technology are advanced enough to prevent a
ruptured appendix from killing anybody who receives timely treatment.
We don't think it is appropriate to fault the health center for not spotting
cases of appendicitis they should not necessarily have caught. But JMU
apparently has outgrown the health center. Students often complain of
lengthy waiting for attention.
The present facility is staffed only by a part-time doctor/supervisor, several
nurses and doctors working on a rotational basis. The university is searching
for a full-time doctor/supervisor and might hire one within the next few
months.
With the new director, the health center will have a doctor on full-time duty
and an administrator who can devote the time needed to improve the
center's performance. Problems, including that of long waiting for
treatment, can then be dealt with more directly.
A full-time director is an appropriate response to student complaints of
long waits at the health center. But until one is hired, student lives are not at
stake.

BREATH DEEPLY NOW...
AH YES/ CLEAR ASA
BELL. HWE SOME SUCAflD.

The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.

Human rights take a back seat with Reagan
Surprise, surprise, Congress didn't knuckle under to
the president. Under the current administration I have
rarely found myself in the position of congratulating
the Senate. However, the override of president
Reagan's veto of the sanctions bill against South
Africa on Thursday gives roe the odd notion that
maybe Congress has some guts after all.
While we can savor this victory, America suffers
from the embarrassment that it took an override of
the president's veto to secure the sanctions.
Ronald Reagan's stand on South Africa is a good
example of his queer navigation of our foreign
policy. The president mocks his claim that he is
concerned for the black populace in South Africa
when be supports Pretoria in any way. A veto of the
sanctions bill would have indirectly supported the
racist white minority government.
I'm not accusing the president of racism, but his
priorities on foreign policy are, as always, bizarre.
The president continues to argue that sanctions
would end op hurting the very people we intend to
help. The president's compassion for the blacks in
Sooth Africa seems genuine, but that same
compassion fades into blatant byprocrisy when he
condones sanctions on other nations.
For a man who believes sanctions do not work, the
president has little to say about the inefficiencies of
sanctions against Nicaragua, Poland, Libya, Angola,

Vietnam and many other counoies throughout the
world that are victims of U.S. sanctions. Come on,
do sanctums work or not?
The president's ambiguous stand on sanctions
makes me wonder what the president's motives are.
I believe the answer Iks within the two major
priorities the president has exercised during his reign
as president: 1.) His steadfast loyalty to big business.
2.) His incessant paranoia of communism.

FROM LEFT FIELD
Harry Atwood
Corporations tike Shell. General Motors, Ford and
many other big businesses have considerable amounts
of capital invested in South Africa. South Africa is a
nation rich in natural resources and cheap labor. The
country is a big corporation's dream. Ronald Reagan
hates lo see any corporate dreams shattered.
The argument for big business in South Africa
carries a revealing myth. The claim that American
businesses provide considerable employment for the
blacks in South Africa is grossly exaggeratedAccording to Scou West of the Washington Office on

Africa, US. corporations provide jobs to less than 1
percent of the black population in South Africa.
As for the severe case of commie-phobia, the
Reagan administration has expressed opposition to
the African National Congress, accusing them of
being a communist front. The accusations are
unfounded and merely reflect the state of paranoia that
the current admuuaration has made fashionable.
Ultimately, when we talk of the pros and coos of
sanctions, we must listen to the leaders of the
°PP*«*ed. Lets ignore for a moment the pleas of
Desmond Tutu, Allan Boesak and the Mandelas.
The head of the National Union of Mineworkcrs,
Cyril Ramaphosa, and other labor leaders have called
for sanctions against South Africa. Ramaphosa
represents 500,000 workers who would feel the
effects of the sanctions directly. Those 500.000 men
feel they can endure the suffering that sanctions
would cause to bring an end to the racist system of
apartheid. Certainly, their statement carries more
weight than Ronald Reagan's opinion.
The president's decisions on foreign policy are
hypocritical and disgraceful. Ronald Reagan's
diplomacy stiffen from a lack of compassion which
results in placing human rights behind economic
concerns and a laughable paranoia of communism.
Harry Atwood is a senior majoring in English.
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READERS' FORUM
Infirmary was inadequate
To the editor:
He walks into the infirmary doubled over in pain,
aided by two of his friends. "Oh it's just
constipation " they tell him. "Here, have some
Malox." Two days and three trips to the clinic later,
plus bottles of Malox and Pepto -Bismol he should
be better right? At 7 a.m. of the third day he is
lying in Rockingham Memorial Hospital recovering
from emergency surgery on a ruptured appendix. He
could have died.
How could this be allowed to happen at a health
center that is responsible for the health and
well-being of 9,000 people? JMU prides itself on its
standards of excellence as an institution of higher
learning. Why aren't these same standards applied to

our health care?
We realize that the health center was revamped over
the summer, but this situation reminds us of the
health center of past years. The reorganization of the
health center should be bringing immediate results
because our lives are at stake.

Nancy Blessing
junior
communication
26 other signatures
Editor's note: Dr. Walter Green III, health center
director, said the health center investigated the
incident and reports no negligence by the staff.

Columnist is guilty of perpetuating prejudice
To the editor:
In her "Change of Pace" column, Cyndi Williams
claims that JMU students are too apathetic and
ignorant to be prejudiced. She adds that most JMU
students grew up as middle-upper class suburban
dwellers with "two black families in their
neighborhood, 20 in their graduating class and all
their parents said about the occasional black they may
have befriended was 'just don't marry them.'"
Although I am white, middle-class and from a
suburb of Washington, I was never told by my
parents to stay apart from or not to marry anyone

because of their race, religion, etc. Cyndi Williams is
guilty of a great value judgment on all the white
students of JMU. I assume Miss Williams is aware
that racial prejudice is a product of value judgments,
and racial prejudice will continue because people like
Miss Williams will continue to make value
judgments.

Kevin McKeel
sophomore
p re-business

Homecoming '86 features fun with the Good Guys
lo the editor:
On behalf of the Student Alumni Association and
its committee for James Madison's Homecoming '86,
I would like to clear up any misconceptions that may
have resulted from a recent ad in The Breeze and flyers
that have appeared around the campus. The local
appearence of The Good Guys this week will not be
their "Last area appearence before (their) European
tour" as billed.
We on the Homecoming committee are both
pleased and proud to announce that the Good Guys
will appear at JMU's "History in the Making,

Homecoming "86." We feel it particularly appropriate
that a band with such a bright future, is coming to

play at the university with the brightest future in the
state. So we encourage the student body to come out
and celebrate with The Good Guys on Oct. 17 from
8 p.m. to midnight
at Godwin Hall. Enjoy your
entire Homecoming weekend, and be a part of
"History in the Making."

Brian S. Fox
publicity chairman
Homecoming '86

JMU's excellence should not be limited to academia
To the editor:
I think it's great that JMU wants to expand,
become the best state university on the east coast,
and at the same time have the qualities of a small
private school, but JMU has to consider some of the
basic physical limitations.
First of all, if you haven't noticed, we still have
students living over in Howard Johnson's. Second,
the "trademark" of JMU, waiting in long lines, hasn't
gotten any better especially in the dining areas and
weight room where they get longer every year.
Third,
I'm glad to see a couple of more dorms
going up, both on the hillside and Greek Row, but if
students are going to, be permitted to have cars on
campus where are they going to park?
Last and certainly not least, the parking situation
for the Bluestone area and Greek row is ridiculous.
The Z-lot project has taken way too long and at the.

expense of some students. Daily trips in and out of
the lot by trucks and the leveling work has left all
cars with a thick coating of din. This isn't just an
accumulation that builds up after a week or so, this is
a daily deposit. Students don't have enough time or
money to continually take their cars to get washed.
The lack of security is even worse. I found a good
friend's car, which was parked next to mine, with its
back door window smashed and the stereo system
stolen. I can only thank God my car was left
untouched.
Come on JMU. let's think "physical" excellence as
well as academic excellence.

Alan J. Augustine
senior
computer science
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THE STEAKHOUSE
Hours: Holiday - Friday
Door Price: $6.24

5pm - 7pn

For those who are not familar with THE STEAKHOUSE
we hope that this will clarify all questions.

NEW ADDITION AT
P C DUKES

EGG ROLLS
NOW AT CHICKEN_SHOP
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CHOICE OF SAUCE™7

Mr. Chips Balloon Facts
. $2.95 each
es :
$2.95
$4.95

(one "message" balloon)
(two "message" balloon)

S /

95three "messa9e" balloon)

individuals $.69 each
40 inch $3.95
Please give us a call
We need at least 30 minutes
notice on bunches
X3922
Ent. 4 & 5 Gibbons Hall
Open 24 hours

.■>

•

1. All Food Contract Holders have ten vouchers
per semester. Each visit is automatically
deducted from the total.
2. Not showing up for reservations ("No-Show")
is considered as one of your visits and will be
deducted from your vouchers.
3. Reservations are NECESSARY and can be made
Monday - Friday 10am - 4pm. Call X7555.
4. When making reservations, the following is
required:
NAME and CORRECT Social Security Number
forn each person in group. Non-Students are
considered guests and wil pay at the door.
Groups of more than six must Submit
names and Social Security numbers in WRITING
one day before reservation day. Bring
List to SALADS PLUS/STEAKHOUSE between 10am
and 4pm daily. Hopefully, this will free up
the telephone.
Social Security numbers are checked with
I.D.—those with incorrect numbers will NOT
be permitted. So, be sure that number is correct
when making reservations.
Reservations are held for 10 minutes only.
Please be prompt. One hour is allowed for dining
Tables accommodate parties of 4 people or
less. We do not allow tables to be pushed together.
This is in compliance with fire regulations.

Enjoy a Real
MAINE LOBSTER DINNER
In D-Hall This Week
Call 7555
—
Mon-Fri, 10-5 —
To Make Reservations
Students With A Dining
Contract Will Be Allowed
One 'Free" Dinner
Non-contracted
Customers
Will Be Charged $15

